Disclosure of the ancestral knowledge
The wisdom of Arhuaco people is not just of one person, we are a unity of ancestral culture. For
that the Mamos don’t manifest themselfs as wise men, healers or curanderos. We are
harmonizers and guidance counselors, fundamental principles of any culture of our planet. +
The Mamos are doing a call in order to have a radical change, a transformation concerning all
human knowledge. Until now, what the human beings have reached is self‐destruction , the
destruction of mother earth, of mountains, have reached the poisoning of the sea, of rivers, of
the lakes, the reduction of the flora and fauna. This means that we are seeing how we are
impoverishing the planet and those who live there.
In our way of thinking is nothing in nature is considered evil, everthing is good. What is causing all
of this is becoming wicked, are human’s laws. The humans have changed another direction
having strayed from their path and are accelerating their self‐destruction. The natural law is
simple: humility to take from nature, to maintain balance spiritually and physically.
For us , the Arhuaco, the humility is a signal of wisdom. That’s what we want to pass to future
generations. The Mamos make a call ,so we meet our truthful identity. They invite to discover
again our ancestors, our roots and taking care of these roots, of the knowledge of the Mamos. In
this way we could arrive into the deepest aspects of this knowledge and transmit it to someone
else.
And it is in the land where we meet the knowledge,in the earth we find the essence of all what in
her exists, like in our body. I believe that this is the fundamental part of our mission of
understanding Good is from the nature, of his messages and our ancestral roots that rises the
formula for the healing of physical, spiritual and mental illnesses.
I am sure mankind will benefit from this knowledge and resume and transform the way
manifested in the earth, and human bodies
We invite those brothers dealing with the health of their country and land, to realize that the
knowledge of the ancestors of the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta , is a wisdom far more than 500
years and that this wisdom can lead a great movement around the world.
I think this time is not far , it has undergone a period of transition until 2000. From then on , there
will be an awakening in ecological movements worldwide . The Mamos have been preparing for
this moment and thereby impart his knowledge and wisdom to children, youth and women ,
everyone, no matter where they are, to be soldiers of the Earth, they can take their messages and
lead others to follow the path . The principle of balance between man and Earth is already giving.
In the holy and snowy lands of Santa Marta, there is valuable Knowledge to share 
on philosophy,
medicine, and the interpretation of the phenomena that occur in and around us.

